I have been involved in human resource management research throughout my career. I first undertook research in the hospitality and tourism sector with colleagues in Turkey, who now unfortunately have been removed from their offices as a result of the recent government crackdown. I thank our international writers and researchers for their excellent contributions. Fran O’Sullivan and the staff at Edward Elgar have supported our efforts over a long period of time. My friend and colleague, Julia Christensen Hughes, Dean of Canada’s premier programme in hospitality management, brought her vast knowledge and experience as well as her extensive network to this effort. Carla D’Agostino, as usual, provided outstanding administrative assistance in Toronto in linking with our authors and Edward Elgar. My participation was supported in part by York University.
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I am delighted to have had the opportunity to participate as co-editor and author in this important project. I am grateful for the leadership of Ron Burke who conceptualized the book and invited my participation. I am also thankful for the support of the University of Guelph, who provided me with sabbatical leave. I would also like to recognize the contributing researchers for their excellent work, as well as faculty in the University of Guelph’s College of Business and Economics and School of Hospitality, Food and Tourism Management. They are inspiring and innovative educational leaders, committed to exploring important issues and developing future management and academic talent for this fascinating and essential industry.
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